The smarter way to digital accessibility:

eSSENTIAL Accessibility

Streamlined, centralized, smarter digital accessibility management with eSSENTIAL Accessibility (eA).

Our integrated software platform serves as your core system of record, with access to advanced tooling, technology, testing, reporting, and portfolio management. And our team steps in to navigate any technical or regulatory complexities with legal expertise, code-level guidance, design review, and expert-led accessibility training.

Software + managed services, enabling you to scale with confidence.
The eA Platform

The eSSENTIAL Accessibility Platform provides a complete overview of the progress of your digital accessibility work on every asset. With dashboards, integrations, and issue tracking, your teams will have the resources, reporting, and tooling to clearly and confidently manage your digital accessibility program:

- Base your decision-making on accurate and timely data with advanced monitoring and robust reporting capabilities.
- Track the accessibility status of all the digital properties in your portfolio, or drill down to issue details on an asset’s individual dashboard.
- Mitigate your legal risk by accessing a system of record, which maintains a complete history of the accessibility state and progress for each of your digital assets.
- Boost productivity and accelerate digital accessibility work with teams across your organization by integrating with tools they’re already using, like Jira and Azure DevOps.
- Improve efficiency by addressing accessibility issues before your digital experiences go live using our CI/CD integrations, APIs, and eA Browser Extension.
- Scale confidently regardless of the quantity or complexity of your digital assets.
Expert support services

Our solution also includes expert managed services like technical expertise, legal support, program management strategy, and accessibility training:

- Receive guidance to fix complicated accessibility issues and ensure ongoing WCAG conformance.
- Access legal insight and expertise from highly experienced digital accessibility lawyers, including experience from inside the Department of Justice, to help navigate an ADA demand letter or lawsuit, and mitigate future risk.
- Request accessibility testing and auditing, including user testing conducted by people with disabilities.
- Get WCAG conformance statements, accessibility statements, and VPATs.
- Receive support creating and implementing organization-wide accessibility policies to strengthen DEI and ESG initiatives.
- Schedule courses in our eA Academy, an on-demand training library with courses mapped to roles and responsibilities.

The eSSENTIAL difference

eSSENTIAL Accessibility is the market’s only full-scale, enterprise-ready digital accessibility solution. Software + managed services. Centralized, smarter accessibility management, enabling you to scale with confidence.

Contact us today to find out how we can help.
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